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1. Introduction

The Haystack project seeks to help users effectively visual-
ize and manage their information. To support the customiz-
ability and flexibility needed to let users store and navigate
through information in the way they want, Haystack pro-
vides a semi-structured data model in which objects are
connected to each other by arbitrary, user-specified rela-
tions.

This flexible and generic data model presents several op-
portunities for improving information retrieval. Searches
for information generally involve a dialogue between the
user and the computer. The user starts somewhere and fol-
lows a sequence of navigation steps (e.g., issuing a query,
looking at the results, refining the search parameters, etc.)
until the desired information is found. A user interface can
help this navigation process by suggesting useful steps to
be taken next, such as specifying particular ways to refine
the query.

In this paper, we describe a framework for such an assisted
navigation system within Haystack. Under this framework,
an architect needs not consider the user interface at all and
only needs to specify a set of possible navigation steps and
their outcomes. The Haystack user interface takes care of
presenting these steps to the user and letting him or her
select one. Using this framework, we have built what we
believe to be a number of naturalnavigation modes:

object summary. Given an item, navigate to other items
that share a particular attribute.

collection summary. Given a collection, expand to in-
clude other items that are similar to some of those in
the collection.

refine collection. Given a collection, narrow down to the
subset of items that share a common value on a given
attribute.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the overall framework
is that it is completely agnostic as to the particular metadata
in the system; thus, it can continue to work unchanged as

users customize their own repositories with new attributes
and values they have created or imported from elsewhere.
This enables the framework to refine a collection of infor-
mation based not only on the type of documents or their
due dates but also based on project—an attribute that may
not have been defined when the system was developed but
should be available for navigation once it has been intro-
duced. In contrast, current systems (English et al., 2002)
are only designed to work with data whose structure is
known at the time of construction and are thus not con-
cerned with issues such as determining which properties
associated with the information are important.

2. An Example

Using this navigation framework, Haystack (Quan et al.,
2002) is able to provide a navigation interface for any infor-
mation provided in RDF, a W3C standard for representing
semi-structured data as triples. This is a general approach
that works for arbitrary data. As an example of the nav-
igation system, metadata was extracted from the recipes
website Epicurious.com, in such a way that a recipe’s in-
gredients are expressed as properties of the recipe, where
the property name would be “ingredient” and the property
values would be “rice”, “egg”, etc.

Figure 1.The output provided by the navigation system in
Haystack for a collection of recipes.

When given a collection of recipes (Figure 1), theobject
summarizersuggests the user to navigate to a list of objects
of the same type, i.e., a collection. Thecollection summa-
rizer notices that all current items have flour and rice as
ingredients and therefore suggests a subcollection of items



having flour or rice as an ingredient.

Since collections of objects are used pervasively and have
more metadata available, navigation modes have been im-
plemented for collections. In the figure the navigation
framework uses thecollection refinernavigation mode to
recommend refining the given recipes by dish types or the
ingredients. The goal is to find metadata entries in the col-
lection that split the collection along one of many possible
orthogonal axes available. This navigation mode works by
finding all the metadata associated with objects in the col-
lection and then grouping the metadata together to suggest
possible navigation steps, so that the user is able to get to
collections whose members share those metadata.

3. Navigation Framework

The power of the navigation framework arises from the fact
that each navigation mode is intelligent in its own way and
that the information made available by the various modes
can be put together. The navigation framework, when ini-
tialized, uses the properties of the current piece object to set
up the various navigation modes. All navigation modes are
expected to analyze the current object and produce a list of
navigation suggestions for the framework to present. The
information produced by the implementation of the naviga-
tion modes includes link titles, associated actions resulting
from selecting the links, and possibly the number of items
that would be found upon selecting each link. The naviga-
tion framework groups the possible navigation actions by
the navigation modes and presents this information to the
user. The framework also allows the object properties to be
annotated with additional information, such as whether the
properties refer to numeric quantities or dates, so that the
user interface can be generated in a more suitable fashion.

4. Results

The navigation system was first compared to Epicuri-
ous.com, a site run by the publisher ofHouse and Gar-
den. The resulting application, shown in Figure 1, had the
advantage of looking at the information dynamically and
was able to present navigation options for any given collec-
tion of recipes. In contrast, the navigation options available
on the website were hard-wired into its hierarchy such that
navigation steps could not be recommended for any given
collection as obtained when doing operations like advanced
search.

When the navigation system was tested on the data avail-
able in Haystack, i.e., imported e-mail and collections of
favorite documents, the system performed as per expecta-
tions. Users were able to refine collections based on either
the document types, the categories they had assigned the
documents, or in the case of e-mail, users were able to re-

fine based on the documents created by a given individual.

The system was also tested on two external datasets: a
collection of information about 50 states1 provided as a
comma separated file and an RDF version of the CIA World
Factbook2. In both datasets, object properties are encoded
as human-readable strings rather than marked up seman-
tically. Thus, we did not expect any interesting results.
However, the navigation system recommended navigating
to states that have the same birds or flowers, and, from the
World Factbook, countries which have the same indepen-
dence day or currencies. In both of these cases the system
could have been able to provide more helpful support for
navigation had the data been made available with more se-
mantics. For example, instead of having encoded an area
as “114006 sq.mi”, it could have been marked up so that its
units were in square miles and that the area was “114006”.
Developing a system that can automatically do these con-
versions by learning from the data will make the system
more powerful.

5. Future Work

The navigation system can be improved by using learning
to recommend the next steps and the order with which they
are presented. Algorithms can analyze the text content in
a collection of documents and recommend terms that can
be best used for browsing the documents. Similarly, algo-
rithms can also try to learn which items the user will want
to click on and then list those items at the beginning of a
collection.
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1This dataset was extracted from http://www.50states.com/
into a comma seperated file and then converted by us into RDF.

2This dataset is based on the 1999 World Factbook and
is available in RDF at http://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil/case-
studies.


